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Campaign For Campus Mayor Is In Full Swing;
20th Annual Maine Day Scheduled For The 101

Massenet

'Peer Gynt'
Is Rated
Big Success
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Cast as the Troll King in the Maine Masque's product
of
'Peer Gynt' which opened Wednesday night is Donald McAllister.
Tickets are still available by calling 330 Stevens or by purchasing
them at the door.
(Photo by Strossman)

IFC Committee Is Studying
Plan For Judiciary System

hi JOE Rico
From Arabian dancing girls to tape
recorded day dreams, "Peer Gynt"
has them all.
Easily the biggest thing the Masque
has attempted in recent years, the
whole excellent and entertaining production seems, at times,1 to be a constant battle for top honors between the
technical end and the acting side with
both winning. In this area, chances
were excellent that the play itself
would be overlooked while the audience marvelled at the technical aspects. Hoaever, the best acting job
the Masque has turned in this year
helped keep things in proper perspective.
There is no question that Jack Hardy
in the title role deserves about every
plaudit in the book for what must be
an exhausting part. Appearing and
bouncing around the stage in every
scene, he constantly seemed to keep
his heart in the role. An accomplished
Masque veteran, he gives one of his
best performances.
Innovations to Masque plays include the use of projecting specially
painted and photographed ..lides from
the rear of the stage to a backdrop
(Continued o!. Pace Twi ft

Three In Mayor Race
Three mayoralty candidates began active campaigns today in
the race for the 1955-56 campus mayor position.
Bud Leavitt, Joe Boomer and Joe Dyer announced their
candidacies late Tuesday when it looked for a while that there
would be no mayoralty campaign this year.
The annual Mayor's Rally will be
held Monday night. May 9, at 7:30 in
Memorial Gymnasium.
Campaign
Campaigning is limited to the ten
minute breaks between classes today,
Friday and next Monday and until
7:30 p.m. after classes.
Meanwhile, working with the theme.
"Let's Keep Maine Day Alive in '55,"
the committees planning the annual
Maine Day have announced final
plans for the day of work and relaxation, Wednesday, May II.
The day will begin bright and eariy
with the University band marching
through campus waking students for
evchange breakfasts, which will be
served from 7:30-8 a.m. at the men's
and women's dorms. Anyone wishing
to participate in the exchange breakfasts should contact Grace Libby at
Colvin Hall.
New Mayor
Following breakfast there will be
an opening assembly on the Library
steps, where the new mayor will be
announced. Workers will report at
8:20 for the assembly and will go
from there to the various projects.
The refreshment truck will visit the
work projects at about 10:00 serving
ice ercam and cold drinks.

After lunch, the float parade will
be held. The parade, slated to begin
at 1:30, will start at the parking lot
in back of the New Cafeteria. The
Float Parade Committee announced
24 entries in the parade. The ROTC
band and drill learn will march in
the parade. The drill learn will do
a formation in front of the judges'
stand.
Betty Kononen, chairman of the
float parade. reminds entrants of the
rules governing floats, especially one
stating "The name or symbol of the
sponsoring organization should not
appear on the float, but a two-foot by
two-foot card should be displayed
bearing the number of your float.
Iro differentiate between divisions the
following colors should be used:
Black numbers for Men's Division,
Red numbers for Women's Division.
and Blue numbers for Non-Resident
division."
Following the Float Parade, Maine's
baseball team will meet Colby in a
State Series contest. The game begins
at 3 p.m.
The Student-Faculty skit will be
staged at 8 p.m. in the Memorial Gym.
Following the skit there will be a
dance with a student orchestra furnishing music.

Woodbury To Coach Basketball

By JoE Rico

The University today named Harold M. Woodbury, 43, a ‘eteran member of the coaching and
The committee studying plans for a proposed Interfraternity physical education staff
of the University, as head basketball coach to replace Russell DeVette. who
Council judiciary system has called for student help through ideas. resigned
recently.

ow,

Co.

"The committee has talked over tive matters including punishment.
Butterfield Named
In 195:= he .. .a, naim:d
several ideas and has not settled en
The most definite plan discussed by
basketball
and ba,cball coach. His
"Jack"
Butterfield.
John
for26.
a
any yet. Now we would like to see if the committee so far calls for an IFC
basketball teams have won 19 v. hue
there are any more before retkic:e committee which would act as judge mer University football and baseball
losing one in the past two ;ears. He
recommendations to the IFC," rucc and jury in cases involving.fraternities player. now coaching at Foxeroft
is the national membership ii:-ector
Arnold. member of the committee. breaking University rules. Some other Academy in Dover-Foxcroft, v. as
Maile of the American .3isociafor
replace
Woodbury
as
to
named
coach
says.
board would be investigator of reLion
of Health. Physical t•Oneation.
basketball
freshman
of
the
baseand
Appointed
ported violations and, at the inquiry
and Recreation. He is r;airied to
The committee. Blake Bartlett. before the judiciary board, would act ball teams. Butterfield will also reHenrietta Cliff Woodbury. also a UniClayton Sinclair. Milton Christie, and as prosecutor. The fraternity would place DeVette as assistant varsity footversity graduate. They have two
Arnold, was appointed during the last be allowed to present any case it ball coach.
Dr. Rome Rankin. director of athIFC meeting when the subject of an might have before the IFC voted and
Outstanding Back
letics, said. "It gives me a great deal
set punishment. if any.
IFC judiciary came up.
Butterfield
f- rom
of pleasure to know that these tw a
So far, members have written to Face Problem
Westlsoro lass.) High Scho.•1 Ahere
University
graduates
Maine
capable
of
four other colleg:s for their plans.
Chief problem facing the committee
he 1.,as a ffirec-sports athlete. He was
,
Only University of New Hampshire concerns the nature of the investigat- will be coaching their respective teams.
one of Maine', outstanding lotltball
has answered at present. According ing body, according to Arnold. It is Both men have outstanding coachin:'
hacks in recent scars and -oas coto Arnold their judiciary works on chiefly on this score that the commit- and teaching records. We are happy
captain of the team w ith his brother
that they accepted these coaching
cases of fraternity violations reported tee would like to hear suggestions.
Philip "Jim" Butterfield in his senior
to the Dean of Men's office.
On this note Arnold corrected an positions and confident that they will
sear.
Ile won that.: vataity k tiers in
teams."
fine
with
do
job
a
the
This plan is. according to Arnold. impression given in last week's report
oth football and baseball before
not acceptable to the Maine group.
of the last IFC meeting where the Westerman (:ommunts
advating in 1953.
Main Goal
judiciary was brought up. He said
Head football coach Harold WesterAs an andergraduate. he was a
According to Bartlett, one of the that he does not advocate a police man said. "We are v cry happy that
member of the Sophomore Owls honor
main goals of the committee is to help force as such. He said that discussion Jack Butterfield is joining our footsoeiet and of Kappa Sigma hater:14.
make fraternities as much self-govern- of it was only a minor part of his ba
N
Hartild I. Woodbury
coaching staff. Hell
proved himself
ing as possible. He says much friction talk on the judiciary—that the IFC a great leader as co-captain of the
.ther graduation. Butterfield bethat sometimes appears between them trying cases and setting punishments 1952 team and a tine coach and in- senior year. and he was acting captain eame coach of football, basketball,
and the University administration when needed was his chief constdera- structor of young people since leaving of the team. He prev iously had played and baseball at Foacroft Academy.
could be erased or eased if fraternities tion. He added that opinions expressed college. He knows the football system basketball and baseball at Deering He proved himself an outstanding
handled more of their own administra- then were only those of himself and a we use here at Maine, and we know High School in Portland.
coach and leader while at the Pi•cataquis County school.
few friends and not of the whole Phi he will help us greatly," Westerman Once Varsity Coach
Eta Kappa Fraternity as reported.
He coached the Maine freshman
added.
His teams were among the best to
The committee will continue to
Woodbury. an associate professor basketball team in 1938-19 and took represent the school in recent sears,
Library To Close
work on present ideas with the hope of physical education, joined the Uni- over the varsity basketball reins dur- and he is credited by Foacroft AcadeThe University library will be of having a report ready for the
next versity staff in 1937 shortly after ing the latter part of that season when my officials with raising the spirit of
closed all day Maine Day. NN (glues- IFC meeting about the middle o? this graduating from
Maine. As an under- the late Bill Kenyon was ill,
good sportsmanship and good living
day. May 11. Tne..(in,• Ma, III, month. However, Arnold and Bartlett graduate. he played baseball three
Between 1939 and 1953. Woodbury among the youth of the school, as well
library I
rs w ill he 8 a.ni. to both emphasized a need for student years and was captain in his senior coached freshman teams
several years as the caliber of the athletic teams.
k. ma, be
5 p.m. WWI',
suggestions.
year.
and served in the U. S. Navy from
He is married to the former Patricia
taken nut Tuesday after
In
As yet, though, nothing final is
Basketball was reactivated as a var- 1944 to 1946. He received a master's 1 Hughes of Westboro. Mass. They
ready.
he due Thursday
riling.
sity sport at Maine during Woodbury's degree in education at Maine in 1948. !have two children.
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Eight Students Compete
In SRA Executive Race
Eight student candidates are competing for four positions on
the S.R.A. Executive Board in the General Campus Elections.
The candidates are Joan Anderson, Connie Douglas, Barbara
Kelly, Diane Livingston, Marjorie Livingston, Margaretmary McCann, Judith White and Richard Alper.
Joan Anderson is a freshman and Last year she was a member of the
a member of Alpha Omicron Pi so- East Chadbourne Dormitory Council.
rority. She is chairman of the Union Miss McCann has served on the ReMusic Committee, a Freshman House ligious Emphasis Week Committee
Council member and active in the and is secretary of the University
Maine Masque. She has served as an Press Club.
S.R.A. committee member and has
Judith White is a sophomore and
participated in women's athletics.
a member of Alpha Omicron Pi soConnie Douglas is a member of rority. She is secretary-treasurer of
the junior class and Delta Delta Del- the Modern Dance Club and a memta sorority. Her activities include ber of the Maine Outing Club. She
president of East Chadbourne Hall sings in the Chorus and has served
when she was a freshman, executive on S.R.A. committees.
Five of the eight student candidates competing for four positions on the SRA Executive Board in
committee of her class her sophomore
the General Campus Election on May 10 are shown above. First row, left to right, Judith White, Richard
Richard Alper, a junior, is a memyear. band, glee club, and M.C.A. ber and past chancellor of Tau EpsiAlper, and Marjorie Livingston. Standing, same order, are Joan Anderson and Connie Douglas. Absent
She has also served as chairman of lon Phi fraternity. He has served as
were Barbara Kelly, Diane Livingstone and Margaretmary McCann.
(Photo by Strossman)
Brotherhood Week.
a member of the Brotherhood Week
Barbara Kelly, a freshman, has Committee, Chairman of Religious
served on the House and Nominating Emphasis Week, and has served as
Committees of Canterbury, as secre- president and vice president of Hillel.
tary of the Off Campus Women, and He is a member of the I.F.C. and the
on S.R.A. committees. She is a new- S.R.A.
ly elected Eagle and is a member of
Maine Day festivities will begin
the Freshman Camp committee.
The University Canoeing Institute night." Their camp takes the form
Tuesday evening at 7:30 in the MeDiane Livingstone, a member of Foster Shibles Elected
morial Gym with the eleventh annual this year will be staffed by a group of of an eight week's canoe trip which
Chi Omega sorority, is a junior. She
President Of Phi Kap
Interfraternity Sing in which frater- experts who are recognized through- starts at the south of Maine and ends
served as Chairman of Religious EmFoster S. Shibles was elected presi- nities will compete for the Col. Joseph out the East for their skills in guid- at the Canadian border. "Uncle
phasis Week last year, was on the
ing trips through the lakes and rivers Hank." as he is known to hundreds
Brotherhood Week Committee this dent of Phi Kappa Sigma last week. C. McCusker trophy.
Other officers elected were John
of boys throughout the country,
year and is a member of the Student
Last year's winner was Theta Chi. of Maine and Canada.
Open To All
teaches at Bath High School.
Senate. Miss Livingstone has also Hodgkins, first vice president; Kenneth
Thirteen fraternities will enter this
The Institute will be held May 13, "Mac" Murphy is a Canadian by
been active in the International Club. Hendrickson, second vice president; year's competition, according to the
Marjorie Livingston has been ac- Gordon Bryant. recording secretary; committee. A new rule change per- 14 and 15 and is open to all student birth and is thoroughly familiar with
tive in Hillel activities. She has served John Buzzell, treasurer; Myles Brown, mits a house to be out of competition and faculty men and women who are the waters of the northland. He is a
as an Hillel chairman, Hillel repre- pledge trainer; Herbert Elliott, corre- for three years and still be eligible to interested in learning and improving member of the faculty at Governor
sentative to S.R.A., and as correspond- sponding secretary; Garret Van Wart retire the trophy. The previous ruling the canoeing skills needed for trip Dummer Academy in Massachusetts.
For many years he has been in charge
ing secretary of Hillel. She also wigs and Ben Day, sergeants-at-arms and allowed a house to miss only one work.
The General Extension Division of of the training program at Camp
a member of the planning committee William Sterritt, social chairman.
year to make it ineligible to retire
the University is sponsoring the pro- Blazing Trail where leaders and infor Religious Emphasis Week.
the cup.
gram.
Margaretmary McCann, active in
structors in the Maine Junior Guide
Thirty-nine per cent of the deaths
The trophy, presented by Col. McHenry "Hank" Small is co-director program prepare for summer camp
Newman Club activities, is a sopho- and 35 per cent of the injuries due to
Cusker last year, is a ten year award. of the St. Croix Voyageurs.
This is a
more. She is a member of Chi Ome- motor vehicle accidents last year octhe fraternity winning it the most boys' summer camp which takes pride work.
ga sorority and secretary of her class. curred on Saturdays and Sundays.
"Larry" Plummer is the canoeing
times during the decade taking perma- in its practice of travelling
"in canvas specialist at the American Red Cross
possession
nent
of it.
•
by day" and living "under canvas by Smallcraft School which is held anBruce Arnold, chairman of the
nually at Camp Kiwanis in Massachusing, will be master of ceremonies.
setts. He is a coach at Rockland
Honorary judges, who will tabulate Six Students Elected
DM,. 1\ 1.‘ )(MIN( for the summer. Work amidst rugged
High School.
the decisions of the judges, will be
Plummer will handle the regular
To
Forestry
Society
-tiii.hine and blue skies. Uranium, fishing, eowboyin'.
Pres. Arthur A. Hauck; James Harsafety
aspects of canoeing, and MurSix
students
were
named to Xi
mon. registrar; and John E. Stewart,
phy and Small will be in charge of
..4.t 1 AN) firing- complete information.
Sigma
Pi,
national
honorary
forestry
dean of men.
society, and Emerson W. Shedd was white water canoeing, poling, and
named the highest ranking junior in the general trip program
IN rite FRONTIERS. Dept. 21, 429 Majestic Building.
forestry at the fourth annual Forestry
People Sa—
and Wildlife Supper.
Cheyenne. Wyoming.
'1jo c.c.n ii•rd d al PARK'S
Students elected to Xi Sigma Pi
were Shedd, Donald Funking, Gerald
HARDWARE
PAR K'S & VARIETY Wright, Charles Thoits. Wilfred
•
Oi ono. Maine
Kappa Delta Pi. the School of Edu• MIII Street
Mitchell and Maxwell McCormack.
cation honor society, elected officers
•
for the coming year at he Union
Building last week.
Jessie Sargent was elected president;
Evelyn Whitney, vice president; Judith
ANNOUNCES DELIVERY SERVICE
Pasetto, secretary; Gwenyth Bryant,
Women's Dorms
Men's Dorms & Fraternities
treasurer; and Jane Edwards, historian.
Orders received by
Orders received by
A pledging ceremony was also held.
9:30—Delivered from
Brenda Dennison, Philip Dugas, Mary
10:30—Delivered between
Murray, Roger Sprague and Sylvia
10:00 to 10:30
11:00 and 11:30
Thompson are the new pledges.
NOW SERVING SPAGHETTI
Miss Jessie Frazier, member of the
Welfare worker vacancies
Wed. — Fri. — Sat.
5:00-9:00
Board of Trustees at the University
Rugs sprayed for
in Portland, Auburn,
and English teacher at Bangor High
No Minimum — No Service Charge
Moth
Protection.
School, spoke at the meeting.
Vault for your
Call Orono 6-2100
Belfast, Rockland,
She related many of her own perValuables. Phone for Fro,
•
sonal experiences in the teaching field
EstErnates.
Brewer.
EllsAugusta,

Sing Scheduled University Canoeing
In Gym Tuesday

Institute
Staffed By Group Of Experts

Officers Are Elected

By Honor Society

PIZZA HOUSE

OFFICIAL
U....of M. Class Rings
Samples shown and orders taken
at Memorial Union lobby on
Wednesday afternoons
1:00 P. M. to 5:00 P. M.
$5.00 Deposit with all orders
lour campus agents:
Charles Evers
395 College Ave.
Orono. Me.

Joe Kirk
Delta Tau Delta
Campus

1955 Socioloo and
Psycholoo Majors

worth, Hotshots, and

MOVING

Caribou.
For further information,
%rite to the Examinations

sion, Maine State Depart-

M. G. Morrissette
and Sons

ment of Personnel, State

MOVING

and

Recruitment

Divi-

Douse, tugusta, and enclose

velope.

12 Valley Avenue

Bangor, Me.

self-addressed,

stamped, .1 ,
1 4"

•

Local & Long Distance

914" en-

Opera loose
tiaturria. May 7, for
seven days
"BLACK BOARD JUNGLE"
Glen Ford, Anne Frances,
Louis Calhern

A Betio

Continuous daily from 1:30
Sunday from 3:00
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cgocie4 Kappa Sig And ATO Parties Are Very Colorful Events
By BEVE FOWLIE
Last Friday evening Kappa Sig
held its Carnival party. It was quite
a party. Everyone knew about it, too,
because the music coming out over
the loud speaker Friday afternoon on
into the night put everyone in a jazzy
mood. People all over campus were
trying to figure out a way to "drop
Seven students were awarded scholarships and the winners of
in" and catch a little carnival spirit.
the lnterfraternity and Panhellenic Scholarship awards were anOutdoors a giant Wheel of Chance,
nounced at the annual Scholarship Award Assembly yesterday
five concessions, game booths, and
morning in Memorial Gym.
pennants and more pennants were
strung up all around. A "Liveland"
President Arthur Hauck announced Phi Kappa Phi, Sigma Pi Sigma, Sigthe scholarship winners.
sign flashed on and off.
ma Xi, Tau Beta Pi, and Xi Sigma
The Kidder Scholarship awarded Pi, were listed on the program.
Inside found dance pavilions and
to a student whose rank excels in his
cassino and refreshment stands. The
Prof. Henry Margenau, Prof. of
junior year went to Richard Myer.
physics and natural philosophy at
walls were covered with carnival
Gerry Awarded
Yale University, spoke at the asmurals. Harry Peterson was rouHarold R. Gerry was awarded the sembly. His topic was "The New
lette caller. Philip Lebet was the
Merritt Caldwell Fernald Scholarship Faith of Science."
clown. Robert Cecchini was head
given to the student in the junior
Music was provided by the Unibarker.
class, who, at the end of two and one- versity orchestra.
Brad Sullivan and his quintet prohalf years of study at the University,
vided the music for dancing.
has attained the highest rank in his
Chaperons were Mr. and Mrs.
class.
Charles G. Werner and Mrs. HamilStephen Getchell won the Class of
ton, housemother. Guests were Sgt.
1905 Scholarship. This is awarded to
and Mrs. Reginald G. Gould.
a man of the Freshman class pursuing
Entertainment was presented by
a regular curriculum, whose deportThe Maine Campus has received a
the pledges. It was unique with skit
ment is satisfactory, and who attains "First Class" rating in a national critiand chorus line.
the highest rank in mid-year examina- cal service recently completed by the
The other big party was held at
tions.
Associated Collegiate Press.
Working on decoration for the Junior Prom which is schedATO that same evening. Daisy Mae
Four other scholarships were
The rating is based on the first
uled for
night. Nlay 6, are these five j • .• They are,
awarded to high ranking juniors. Jan- semester of the
flitted in and out and was the belle
1953-54 school year.
nett Smith received the James Stacy The Campus was entered
and theme of the ball. Everything
left to right, Jacqueline Boutin, Ellen Hay, Mary Jane Keith,
in the class
Stephens
Scholarship,
Lee
Murch won of schools having an enrollment of
from sawdust-padded floors, log seats
Gerry l'ankagis and Frank Hickey.
(Photo by Reed)
the Harold Sherburne Boardman 4000-2001 and having
and woodsy green made it just a little
a weekly paper.
Scholarship, the Leon Stephens Mermore like the spot where Daisy hangs Annette Dodge, and Alii e CreighThe
Campus
received
the following
University
Junior Gets
rill Scholarship went to John Hesketh,
out.
ton.
grades in its departments: coverage,
and
Joan
Johnson
was
awarded
the
Lew Pearson and his band providvery good: treatment of copy, excelSunday morning at 5 a.m. at the Four-Week Fellowship
Charles Davidson Scholarship.
ed the music for dancing. Chaperons Ledges 16 new initiates of Delta Delta
lent; creativeness, good; news stories,
were Mr. and Mrs. Robert K. Sherk Delta prepared breakfast for mem- Joseph C. Dell, Jr.. ha., been selected Receive Awards
excellent; style, excellent; leads, very
Winner of the Panhellenic Silver
to receive a four-weeks Danforth
and Ma Meeks.
good; editorials, very good; editorial
bers. This event, called the Pansy
Scholarship Plate was Pi Beta Phi
Sunday evening six girls were initi- Breakfast, marks the beginning of Foundation Fellowship for the sumpage features, very good; sports coversorority,
while
Alpha
Gamma
Rho
age, superior; sports writing, excellent;
ated into Omicron Nu home econom- Delta Week for Tr -Deltas all over mer of 1955, according to an announcement by As•ociate Dean Win- received the Fraternity Scholarship front page, very good; editorial
ics honor society at the home of Mrs. the country.
and
throp C. Libby cf the College of Cup.
sports page makeup, very good; headIngehorg MacKellar. Initiates were
This event was followed by the Agriculture.
Members of ten honor societies, lines, superior; typography, very good;
Mary June Renfro, Bernice Fender- Delta Week Tea in the Women's
Dell is a junior at the University, Alpha Zeta, Kappa Delta Pi, Neai Ma- photography, very good; printing su-on, Elizabeth Smith. Carol Scott, Lounge of the Memorial Union.
majoring in animal husbandry.
ithetai, Omicron Nu, Phi Beta Kappa, perior.

Scholarship Awards Made
Yesterday At Assembly
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First Class Rating
For Maine Campus
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VU tit LATEST OUTSTANDING

Saturday through Tuesday

"MAMBO"
in Technicolor
Silvana Mangono. Sheely

president;
lent; Judith
th Bryant,
t, historian.
s also held.
alias, Mary
Ind Sylvia
dges.
tber of the
University
ngor High

PARK

use

or

Winters, Michael Rennie

On
Fri., Sat., May 6-7
"GUN FURY"
in Technicolor
Rock Hudson, Donna Reed,
Phil Carey
plus
"ABBOTT AND COSTELLO
IN THE NAVY"
Bud Abbott, Lou Costello,
Dick Powell, The Andrews
Sisters
Sun., Mon., Tues.
May 8-9-10
"THREE RING CIRCL
in Vistavision & Technicolor
Dean Martin, Jerry Lewis,
Zsa Zsa Gabor
plus
"RAINBOW ON ER TEXAs"
Roy Rogers, George "Gabby"
Hayes and Dale Evans
Wed., Thurs., May 11-12
Walt Disney's Academy Award
Winning
"TIIE LIVING DESERT"
in Technicolor
plus
"FLIGHT TO TANGIER"
In Technicolor
Jack Palance, Joan Fontaine,
Corinne Calvet

CLE"

ices,

•

Mother's Day t;
-z
THIS SUNDAY
Mew eth

0.,• -

ms

GIFTS

BIJOU - Bargor

DOI of Eduted officers
he Union

own perching field

HITS

PARK ARSEMENT COMPANY
May 7-8-9-10

lected
ety

SCR EE

Vi ed., Thurs., Fri.
May 11-12-13
"TIMBERJACK"
in Technicolor
Sterling Hayden. Vera Ralston,
Adolph Menjou
plus
"CAROLINA CANNONBALL"
in Technicolor
Judy Canova. Ross Elliot

TRP
ND
5
41/411()N11
Wed.& Thurs., May 4-5
"AFRICA ADVENTURE"
Documentary—This is the
real thing
7:22-9:00
Also
"LOUISIANA TERRITORY"
6:30-8:26
Glamorous New Orleans with
Beautiful Color
Fri. & Sat., May 6-7
Dana Andrews, Piper Laurie
Technicolor—Western
"SMOKE SIGNAL"
Sat. Matinee 2:30; 6:30-8:32
Feature 3:00; 6:50-8:50
Sun.& Mon., May 8-9
Marjorie Main. Percy Kilbride
"MA AND P.4 KETTLE
AT WAIKIKI"
((:omedy)
Sun. Matinee 3:00; 6:30-8:30
Feature 3:40; 7:00-9:00
Tues. & Wed., May 10-11
J. Simmons, D. Pouston
"BLUE LAGtoON"
6:30-8:30
Feature 6:50-8:50
Thum,May 12
John Archer. Martha flyer
"THE SCARLET SPEAR"
6:30-8:30
Feature 7:00-9:00

out
* THOUSANDS TO
(MOOSE FROM
• JEWEL BOXES • TOILETRIES
• PEARLS • NECKLACES • SCARFS
• IIANDBAGS • HANDK ERCIIIEFS
• GLOVES • HOSIERY
• CANDY • LINGERIE
• ELECTRIC APPLIANCES
• FURNITURE, RUGS
• LAMPS, ETC.
AA OAP'

FREESE'S

BANGOR
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Let's Go, Candidates, Voters!
After a slow start, the Mayoralty Campaign is beginning
to shape up.
It's a regrettable situation when so few students are public
spirited enough to volunteer as a mayoralty candidate. The
passive attitude of most students towards the campaign in general
is indicative of a definite lack of interest.
Let's wake up and get behind the students who have become
candidates. They deserve credit for taking on the responsibilities
of a campaign and the potential duties of the Campus Mayor.
The candidates deserve your support and cooperation.
They have to spend plenty of time working out campaign tactics
and to provide entertainment for YOU, the voter. Active campaigns require student participation and this is a chance for
everyone on campus to pitch in and help make the Mayoralty
Contest the best one in years!

Campus Welcomes Criticism
A recent editorial on the Vet's Bonus drew comment from
several quarters. Yippee! People do read editorials!
We are much obliged for the comments and criticisms.
Particularly, in one case, we were informed of an error in a
reasoning of our idea on the Vet's Bonus. We picked up quite
a little data from our critic on economics, in general.
Just goes to show that you never know where or when useful information will appear.
Constructive criticism never hurt anyone, although sometimes it goes down the gullet pretty hard. We appreciate the
letters to date and the interest of the senders.
Keep 'em coming!
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Miss White To Lewiston
BY ED PERT
Miss Ruth White, Instructor in the
English Department for the past six
years, has accepted a very attractive
offer and has been named head of the
English Department at Lewiston High
School. The very popular English
teacher will be greatly missed by a
large segment of the student body.
The Lewiston School Department is
fortunate to have obtained the services
of this personable and competent
teacher.
This year's Prism cover looks real
ads claiming beer isn't fattengood
ing are misleading according to a recent ruling of the Alcohol and Tobacco Tax Division of the Internal
there'll be no
Revenue Service
place on the mayoralty ballot for write
gremlins were responsible
in votes
for the jumbled paragraphs in last
and many
week's Scratch Pad
thanks for your comments and contributions a recent survey shows that
the average male Maine student spent
$32.33 on textbooks this semester.
Ray Thibeault's address is EMGH—
why not
Ward 4, Bangor, Maine
or drop down to see
drop him a line
visiting hours are from 2 to 3
him
and from 7 to 8.
Seniors have engaged Neal Hefti
and his orchestra for Graduation Ball
you may have heard him at the

Statements By
Candidates For
Senate Office

The Can:pits asked the presidential
candidates for the General Student
Senate to draft a statement of approximately 50 words for this special election issue.
Following arc the statements:
Dennis McCarthy: "The office of
several
brings
sunny
day
a
campus
on
the
around
Glancing
President on the Student Senate is the
interesting sights into view.
highest office in Student Government
a person at the University of Maine
For instance, the girls at Estabrooke sunbathe behind the can aspire to.
building. So what you say. So what's the matter with you, bud?
The person who gets this job is
Take a glance and you'll see what we mean. The rear of Phi taking a lot of responsibility into his
Mu looks like a giant mirror with the reflections off all the bin- hands. The President is not only the
head of the Senate, he is also the link
oculars, spy glasses, magnifing lenses in use by fellows strain- between the administration and the
student body and also he is the Maine
ing,their eyeballs towards Estabrooke.
Campus' ambassador to the other stuThe crowded sundeck at Balentine is also one of the pleasant dent governments in the other colleges
in Maine. His main job is co-ordinatvistas of the campus. All automobiles slow down to a respectful ing
the systems through which all
two miles an hour when passing—(to make the sharp curve, no student activity is directed.
"I believe the person who takes this
doubt). It appears that all the young ladies want a healthy tan.
job
be able to devote a maxiMore power to 'em! We are all in favor of young ladies getting mumshould
amount of effort to doing a
tanned.
good job. As I am unencumbered by
other campus jobs, and will have
These sunny days are sure nice here at Maine!
quite a bit of available time next year,
I know that I could do a good job as
your president for the coming term."
Rick Starbird: "I believe that next
year we must stimulate more interest
in the Senate through better publicity
and a more representative student
government.
Published Thursdays during the college )ear by students of the University
"The Senate Executive Committee
of Maine. Subscription rate—S1.00 per semester. Local advertising rate-75c per
and the Constitution Committee have
column inch. Editorial and business offices 4 Fernald Hall. Telephone Extension
put a great deal of time and thought
242. Member Associated Collegiate Press. Represented for national advertising
into the reappointment of Senate seats
by National Advertising Sersice Inc.. College Publisher's Representative, 420 Madison
in order to make the Senate a more
Ave.. New York 17, NY. F Meted as second Class Matter at the Post Office,
ateno,
democratic student governing organization. Many of the opinions toward
Maurice Hickey the Senate are based on the ability.
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
John W. Lane, Jr. attutide and interest of the President.
BUSINESS MANAGER
I feel that I am qualified for the office
and my attitude and interest toward
DEPARTMENT EDITORS—City Editor, John Littlefield; Editorial
the students and the general Student
Page Editor, Chuck Brett; Make-Up Editor, Bruce Courtney; Sports Senate are made quite obvious by the
Editor, Max Burry; Society Editor, Cal Gerald; Photography Editor, fact that I am the author of the reJim Reed; Feature Editor, Beve Fowlie.
appointment of Senators.
"I would also like to stress more
ASSOCIATE EDITORS—Ron Devine, Joe Rigo, Paul Ferrigno, Reg work through the National Student
Association to co-ordinate our student
Bowden, and Hilda Sterling.
organizations with and make them
Art Hamlin comparable to student organizations
CIRCULATION MANAGER
of other universities and colleges."
Dave Foster: "I feel that the GenCIRCULATION ASSISTANTS: Rosalie Chase, Bill Strossman, Dick eral Student Senate by pursuing imCrummy.
portant and vital goals can better
service the campus community. Only
by close co-ordination of the Senate
ADVERTISING ASSISTANTS: Art Mayo, Jim Dufour.

Coeds Enjoy The Sun
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Pier in Old Orchard Beach
and the
site of the ball is not yet determined
the Job Placement Bureau still has
many summer job openings and
they've placed quite a few graduating
seniors
many students were disappointed that the name of Robert
"Barney" Oldfield was removed from
the list of nominees for President of
the General Student Senate
and
students wonder why the President of
the Union Activities Board is not
elected by popular vote of the student
body
we hear that the Newman
Club is seeking to get Governor Muskie to speak at their May Communion
breakfast.
Sigma Nu's are considering holding
their stock car racing weekly
all
corners invited
Kappa Sig's "Liveland" has been named "Party of the
Year" the Bucket is featuring fights
every Friday night and no TV.
The Masque extended an invitation to Governor and Mrs. Edmund
S. Muskie to see Peer Gynt . and we
hear that music critics from Portland
and Boston papers were present on
opening night . "This Is Cinerama" is
really worth a special trip to Boston
we have been wondering why it
wouldn't be a good idea for the University to have a color-sound movie
showing campus life for use at high

school assemblies throughout this part
Memorial Day asof the country
sembly speaker will be Assistant Secretary of the Navy Raymond Fogler.
Unguentine sales show a sharp
rumors become more freincrease
quent that there will be another candidate for president of the General Stuvia petident Senate on the ballot
tion method.
Of whom does Pamela Livingstone (Robert Cummings Show,
WABI-TV, Sunday nights, 10:30) remind you? about this time of year
we begin to wonder if perhaps there
shouldn't be steps taken to make the
position of mayor more attractive..
or if perhaps there couldn't be found
a way to recreate interest in the contest
or maybe lack of candidates is
really a myth.. . we hear that if the
Legislature approves funds for a new
women's dorm, it will be built behind
Chadbourne Hall facing College Avenue . new owners of some of the
North Dorms have already begun the
telecasting
process of dismantling
of Sunday baseball live by W-TWO
television in Bangor is a healthy indication that we may soon be enjoying
more live network features in this
area
have you noticed the Colby
students appearing at the Station's
Waterville studio?

president executive committee, senators and students may we gain and
utilize the interests and ideas of the
students. The proposed amendment
in the constitution, if passed. would
facilitate the contact between Senators
and their constitutents.
"The Senate can only be democratic if it serves the opinions of the student and is expressed so as to aid the
Senate to better decide on the proper
course of action in controversial
issues. If elected, I will devote myself
to working on problems of sufficient
challenge to merit the interest of the
students of the University."

substitute for the horses), an afterhours serenade by several properly
alkylated fraters, and, most distressing
of all, public congratulation of the
lucky female by her predatory sisters
in the dining hall.
The authors, representing the two
predominant sexes on campus, have
made a casual study of the motivations of the pinning fetish.
We have, perhaps arbitrarily, decided that the girls in these contracts
agree mainly for either or both of
two reasons, which are derived from
the young woman's desires for security and for freedom. Acceptance
of the pin guarantees an escort for all
campus functions, and edible Friday
suppers. Moreover the concept of
"being pinned" is a sort of moral
Infirmary Special, a psychological
handful of pink aspirin to raise the
pain threshold of the conscience.
"After all, Jimmy and I are engaged
to be engaged...."
Nevertheless there was a girl just
before French class many Mondays
ago, praising the previous week end
at the Dartmouth Winter Carnival,
where she had "worked hard to get
me this pin."

Horse Trading
Modern Style
By C. & W.
The tradition of pinning at this and
other eastern universities frequently
resembles the old Indian custom of
buying a squaw with several dozen
horses, bargain revocable by the purchaser. However, the modern ceremony is slightly more ritualistic. Usually
involving some costume jewelry
stamped with Greek letters (token

Of
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Candidates for president of the General Student Senate are shown above. Left to right they are: Edric
(Rick) Starbird, Daild Foster and Denis McCarthy. (Photo by Strossinan.)

President Post
Sought By Three

Senate 1954-55, N.S.A. Coordinator
1954-55, Senate representative in
1953-54, and a member of the Memorial Union Governing Board. He

is a member of Phi Kappa Sigma
fraternity and is majoring in
dairy husbandry. He is a proctor
In North Dorms.
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Maine's Varsity Baseball Teams
Win Their Share Of Ball Games
By DAVID A. CAREY
With baseball talk filling the
air, we decided to investigate the
age-old saying that "Maine baseball has always been below par".
In State Series baseball competition since 1888, Maine has participated 67 times, winning 17
championships. With four colleges
competing for the title each year,
the Pale Blue have come through
with more than their share of the
victories.
Until recently, the Maitre baseball team could not start serious
practice until the basketball season ended because one coach
handled both sports. Now separate
coaches are hired for each sport
and the baseball team is able to
start working out long before the
close of the basketball season.
Bill Kenyon, Maine coach for 23
years, will long be remembered
for the outstanding teams he produced during his reign from 1926
to 1949.

In 1933 Al Lefty Perkins went
to the Boston Braves. At Maine
he was noted for his speed and
knuckle ball, besides being clever
and calm on the mound.
Alton Bell, class of 37 was one
of the most outstanding athletes
ever to attend the University. He
is the only man in the history of
the school ever to be elected captain of two sports in one season.
In 1937 he was elected to captain
outdoor track and baseball.
He batted a torrid .412 in State
Series competition in 1937, besides
winning the IC4A javelin championship. In the Olympic tryouts,
he threw the javelin a phenomenal
distance of 211' - 2%". Bell later
signed to play baseball with the
Boston Red Sox.
The year 1936 saw two Maine
men picked to try out for the
Olympic baseball team. They were
Clarence Keegan of Mars Hill, outfielder, and Harold Woodbury of
Portland, infielder.

Three juniors running for
president of the General
Student Senate for 1955-56
are Dennis McCarthy, Eric
Starbird, and Dave Foster.
All three candidates have been
active in the Senate.
Eric (Rick) Starbird, a member
of the Sophomore Owls his sophomore year, member of Leadership
Conference committee 1953-54 and
1955-56, chairman of constitution
committee of General Student Senate this year, vice president of Intramural
Athletic
Association
1953-54, president of the Intramural Athletic Association this
year, and is a proctor in Dunn
Hall. He is a member of Phi Kappa
Sigma fraternity and is majoring
In geology.
Dennis McCarthy served on the
Freshman Handbook committee,
a member of the Freshman Club
his freshman year, Interfraternity
Council representative 1954, and
Senate Maine Day Committee. He
Is a member of Kappa Sigma fraternity and has held various house
positions. He is majoring in history and government.
David Foster, is a member of
the Agricultural Club and Calico
Ball committee, played freshman
baseball, served on Senate Calendar and Campus Citizenship (chairman) committee, vice president of

Paper Study Planned
By Chem Engineers
The Department of Chemical
Engineering is planning a longrange study of the problem of
paper coating, according to Dr.
Ashley S. Campbell, dean of the
College of Technology. The research study will be financed by
the Technical Association of the
Pulp and Paper Industry.
The purpose of the research
study is to obtain detailed information about the chemical and
mechanical events that take place
during the paper coating process.
Knowledge about these events Is
expected to lead to new and more
extensive production of coated
paper.
Prof. Weston S. Evans, head of
civil engineering, will address the
national convention of the American Society ot Civil Engineers in
St. Louis, Mo., June 14, on "Engineering Education Since the
War."
Prof. Evans is chairman of the
Society's committee on Engineering Education.
ASCE is the oldest national organization of engineers in the
country.
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Vice Presidency
Sought By Four
Four sophomore men are running for Senate vice president in
the May 10 elections. They are
Eben (Ed) DeGrasse, Herbert Elliott Jr., Earle Simpson, and E.
Paul Taiganides.
Eben (Ed) DeGrasse, president
of the Sophomore Class and Sophomore Owls, has served as president of the Men's Central Dormitory Council. and president of
North Dormitory Council. He is a
member of the Veterans' Affairs
Committee, the Glee Club, and has
been a member of the Senate for
two years. In addition, he is treasurer of Phi Gamma Delta.
Herbert Elliott Jr., current Campus Mayor, is a Sophomore Owl,
a member of Sigma Pi Sigma and
the Maine Masque. He was a member of the Glee Club last year. He
is also a member of Phi Kappa
Sigma Fraternity.
E. Paul Taiganides, vice president of the class of '57, is also
president of International Club

Vice presidential candidates for the Student Senate are, left to right, Paul Talganides, Eben (Ed)
Degrasse and Herbert (Kelley) Elliott. Absent whe n the picture was taken was Earle Simpson.
(Photo by Strossman.)
and a member of the Sophomore
Owls. In addition, he belongs to
Alpha Zeta, agricultural honorary
society, and the student branch of
the American Society of Agricultural Engineers. He is a representa-

tive to the Student Senate and is
a member of Sigma Chi fraternity.
He served on the Brotherhood
Week committee.
Earle Simpson, a veteran, a member of the sophomore class, is a

pledge to Kappa Sigma fraternity
and a member of the Senate. He is
also a member of Newman Club
and has served as a past team
captain for the Good Will Chest
in the South Apartment area.

Jerry Loucks asks:

What sort of
work would I do
on my first
assignment
with Du Pont?

Charlie Lounsbury answers:

WANT TO KNOW MORI about working with
Du Pont" send for a free copy of"Chemical
Engineers at Du Pont," a booklet that tella
you about pioneering work being done in
chemical engineering --in research, process
development, production and sales. Write
to E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.),
2521 Nemours Building, Wilmington, Del.

BETTER THINGS POlt BETTER LIVING ... THROUGH CHEMISTRY
WA IC11

'ON TELEVISION
CA V AI.4. ADE OF AMERICA.

Orono, Maine, May 3. 1955

There is a great variety of first assignments at Du Pont,
Jerry, depending on a man's field of training and the general area of work he has selected. For example, I understand you're interested in plastics, and you might start in
development work on plastics, as I did. I worked with a team
of more experienced engineers to increase the capacity of
equipment used in producing "Lucite" acrylic molding
powder. This was a natural prelude to my next major
assignment, where I acted as a liaison between Du Pont's
Design Division and the plant group—on the design of a
new plant for making another form of "Lucite" plastic.
Or take research work. Here a new man is generally
assigned to minor research problems until he becomes familiar with the general features and requirements of an
industrial research program.
A young man interested in sales may start in a plant or
laboratory dealing with the products he will later sell; or
he may join a group of trainees to learn selling techniques
right from the start.
A man aiming for production supervision may first spend a
year or so in laboratory or plant development work. Or he
may start as an operator—in a plant producing nylon or
"Dacron" polyester fiber, for example. In this way he obtains firsthand knowledge of his process, and establishes a
bond of mutual respect with the men he'll be working with
on his major assignments later.
In general, Jerry,a man is chosen for a specific job within
the scope of his major field of study. His first assignment is
intended to help him make the best use of his abilities as
promptly as possible.

Orono,

Dean Mark Shibles
Announces Annual
Summer Session
As part of the regular Summer
Session program at the University.
28 three-week courses w'll be offered this year, Dean Mark R.
Shibles. director of the seszion,
said today.
The regular six-week program
will extend from July 5 -- A"gust
12, with about 160 courses available to students.
The first series of three-week
courses will be held from July 5July 22.
Many Subjects Covered
These will cover the following
subjects: The Plant World, The
Economy of Maine. Teaching Basic Skill Subjects in the Elementary School, Classroom Management in the Elementary School,
Unitary Teaching. Teaching Geography in the Elementary School,
Education for Intercultural Understanding, The Local Government
and the School.
Also, Geology, Seminar in Home
Economics Education, Supervision
of Student Teaching in Home Economics, Problems in Maine History, Mechanical Drawing for
Teachers, The Great Religions,
Educational Psychology, Introduction to Speech Correction, Speech
for Teachers, and Social Problems.
The second series of three-week
courses will be held from July 25August 12. They will cover these
subjects:
Teaching Content Subjects in
the Elementary School, Workshop
in Conservation (elementary and
secondary), Development of Materials and Programs in Intercultural Understanding, Projects
in Maine Government, Methods of
Advanced Clothing Construction in
the High School, The Mature Mind,
and Speech Correction Methods.

Fogler Will Speak
At Pulp-Paper Day

R. GERALD LOUCKS is currently working toward his MS. in
Chemical Engineering at Carnegie Institute of Technology. Jerry
has served as president of his student chapter of A. I. Ch. E. and
participated in intramural sports—besides finding time to play
the trumpet in the R.O.T.C. and Kiltie bands. Right now, Jerry
is giving a lot of thought to the selection of an employer.

CHARLES W. LOUNSBURY, Jr., worked at
Du Pont's Chambers Works for three summers
before he received his BS. in Chemical Engineering from Rensselaer Poly. Inst. in 1940.
Since then he has taken an MS.from Carnegie
Tech., and has been continuously employed on
interesting assignments at various Du Pont
plants. Today Charlie Lounsbury is Technical
Superintendent of the Graaselli, N..I., plant of
Du Pont's Grasselli Chemicals Department.

_

The banquet speaker for the
Open House and Research Day program, sponsored by the
erslty
and its Pulp and Paper Foundation
May 6-7, will be Raymond R.
Fogler, assisant secretary of the
U.S. Navy. J. L. Ober, vice president of the Scott Paper Company,
Chester, Pa., who is president of
the U. of M. Pulp and Paper
Foundation, said that Mr. Fogler
would address the Research Day
group at Lucerne Inn Friday, May
6, at 6:30 p.m. Other events on the
two-day program will include a
student-faculty discussion, laboratory demonstrations of various
research projects in the fields of
chemical engineering and pulp and
paper, consultations with staff
members and students, and laboratory inspections.
Don't forget to bring your student identification card when you
vote at the campus elections on
May 10.
This is your community. This is
your local newspaper.

Fordham University
SCHOOL OF LAW
NEW YORK
Member of Assn. of American
Law Schools
Three-Year Day Coarse
Four-Year Evening Course
CO-EDUCATIONAL
Matriculants must be College
graduates and present full transcript of College record.
Orientation lectures - incoming
students Sept. 8 and 9.
Classes Begin Sept. 12. l95.1
For further information address
REGISTRAR FORDHAM UNIV.
SCHOOL OF LAW
302 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y.
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Local Youngsters Help Educate
Maine Home Economics Students

Summer
niversity.
11 be ofMark R.
seszion,

By SANDY KING

"Hello, Billy, I will be right over. Bye."
The receiver clicks.
This is a typical telephone conversation overheard in
the nursery school in Merrill hall. Imaginary conversations
are only one way in which children entertain themselves.

program
A”gust
les avail-

A CuUlee in the pre-school child
is part of the home economics
curriculum. Students taking this
course help manage the nursery
school. At the same time they ohserve and study the habits of the
children. These children come
from Orono and the vicinity.
Students spend two hours in
class, one hour in nursery particio
un
pa.tion and one hour in observe-
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Students observe the children
In the running for Senate secretary are these four •011110111ore Momen. They are, sitting, left to
through a screen which extends
right, Barbara Berce, and Sarah listppas. Standing, same order, are Dorothy Butler and Doris Richards.
the length of the nursery school.
(Photo by Strossman.)
Students can see the children but
the children cannot see the stuDoris Richards served as presi- secretary last semester. She is a dents. The theory is that it
is distracting for children it
dent of Neai Mathetai, is a Sopho- member of Chi Omega sorority
they have people watching them.
more Eagle and Freshman Club ad- and is on the Women's Student
The course is planned by Dr.
viser. She served as dormitory Government Association Council. Katherine Miles to train the stu-

Senate Secretary
Has 4 Candidates

Four sophomore co-eds are candidates for secretary of the Senate.
They are Barbara R. Berce, Dorothy J. Butler, Sarah Kappas and
Doris Richards.
Barbara Berce, president of the
Sophomore Eagles, is a representative to the General Student
Senate, and served on her dormitory council last year. A member
of Chi Omega sorority, she also
belongs to the Glee Club and the
Home Economics Club.
Dorothy Butler is dormitory representative to the Women's Athletic Association and is assistant
social chairman.

WHAT'S THIS?
For solution see paragraph below.

L. Bowles Elected
Tau Beta Pi Head
Leonard W. Bowles was elected
president of Maine Alpha chapter
of Tau Beta Pi last week.
Other officers elected
were
Everett J. Harriman, vice president; Ralph C. Keef, recording
secretary; Russell A. Gray, corresponding secretary; Matthias
Marquadt Jr., treasurer, and
Burnham W. Ragon, Jr., cataloger.
Prof. Richard C. Hill was elected chapter advisor for a four year
term.
Who are you voting for? Voting
where? At the May 10 campus
elections of course.
Listen to WORO your campus
radio station, run for and by the
students of the University of
Maine.

Be Holston
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on smoking! You'll find it in
the Droodle above, titled: Tourist enjoying bettertasting Lucky Strike while leaning against tower of
Pisa. If your own inclination is toward better taste,
join the many college smokers who prefer Luckies.
From any angle, Luckies taste better. They taste
better, first of all, because Lucky Strike means fine
tobacco. Then that tobacco is toasted to taste better.
"It's Toasted"—the famous Lucky Strike process—
tones up Luckies' light, good-tasting tobacco to make
it taste even better. Little wonder that Luckies tower
above all other brands in college popularity!

-Retteft taste Ludes...

Bangor-Brewer, Maine
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PIG WHO WASHED HIS TAIL AND
CAN'T DO A THING WITH IT
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dent to learn about the stages of
child development. During the semester the children learn and improve social skills. Students observe and note the changes in the
children at the beginning and the
end of the semester.
The school is well equipped.
There are cots for rest hour,
paints, a piano, a record player,
blocks and a miniature kitchen
which both the boys and girls
enjoy.
Twelve children go to the school
from 9 to 1 o'clock. Their ages
range from 2% to 3% years of
age.
The school is run on an exact
schedule. A certain time is allotted
for sleeping, storytime and playtime. The children are allowed
time to play by themselves.

A WHOLE CABOODLE OF LUCKY DROODLES!

Sarah Kappas, Sophomore Class
secretary, is a Sophomore Eagle,
a member of the Glee Club, the
Modern Dance Club and the Maine
Masque. She belongs to Alpha
Omicron Pi sorority.

1)11 tran-

address
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COLLEGE SMOKERS
PREFER LUCKIES!
Luckies lead all other brands in
colleges—and by a wide margin—
according to an exhaustive,coastto-coast college survey. The No.
1 reason: Luckies taste better.

7, N. V.
CrA, I. C..

PRODUCT Or

diinta444211/1/4,01ACIami.
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Candidates For Treasurer

Campus Has Well Organized Fire Dept.
By CAROL St. OTT

A Fire? At the University?
If you were the first to spot one what would you do?
. Chances of this ever happening to anyone on campus are very slim, for there
have not been many fires here. But in past years, some of the fires that have occurred
on campus have been serious ones.
Therefore, it's important to know just what to do in
the event one should break out. If you should spot one
the place to call is the Unibetween 7 a.m. and 5
versity operator at 6-4441. If it should happen, after 5 p.m.,
or on Sunday, the number to call is 6-2740, the Heating
Plant.
iperator or the heating plant first
comFour Freshmen women are

Treasurer's Job
Has 4 Candidates

The General Student Senate has announced the above candidates
fur the office of treasurer. They are, left to right, Doris White and
Deborah McInnes. Also running for the office are Marilyn Tarr and
Virginia Freeman but were absent for the picture.
(Photo by Strossman)

M. L. FRENCH & SON
Bangor

196 Exchange St.
Arrow Dealer In Bangor

peting for the position of treasurer
of the General Student Senate in
the General Senate Elections.
Virginia Freeman, a member of
Pi Beta Phi sorority, was recently
named to the Neai Mathetai, high
scholastic society for women. Her
other activities include M.C.A. and
the Home Ec Club.
Deborah McInnes, has been active in many activities. She is a
member of Chi Omega sorority, a
senate representative from West
('hadbourne Hall, and a member
Dormitory
of the Chadbourne
Council. Other activities include
the Education Club and Newman
('Iub.
Marilyn Tarr, is a member of
Alpha Omicron Pi sorority. She
is president of West Chadbourne
Hall, a member of the band, and
a W.S.G.A. member. She was recently elected secretary of this
latter organization.
Doris White, is a member of Chi
Omega sorority, is social chairman of Chadbourne Sorority and
a member of the Chadbourne Hall
Dormitory Council. She belongs to
Newman Club and is on the advisory committee for Maine Day.

Established During War
The University Fire Department
will soon be on the scene. The department was established during
the war when there was a shortage of young men.
It is made up of about 20 men
who hold full-time jobs on campus. Eight or ten are from the
Maintenance Department, the rest
from the faculty.
The chief is a herdsman at the
barns, and under him are a captain and two lieutenants, who head
the department.
The University department is an
auxiliary of the Orono department. Our fire department is in
charge until the Orono fire-fighters arrive at the fire. When a fire
is rung in at the University, the

notifies the University volunteers,
«Id immediately after, the town's
lepartment.
When the Orono department is
out fighting a fire, the university
fire-fighters are on guard for fires
in Orono.
The men are paid quarterly.
They receive their salary even if
they are not called upon to put
out a blaze. Their salary is approximately the same as the men
in the Orono department, and both
groups are covered by a joint insurance plan.
Some of the more spectacular
fires include the Wingate Hall fire
in the middle thirties. When it
was reconstructed, it was made
into the two story building we

"First Nighter" is the theme of the Junior Prom to be
held Friday evening, May 6, from 9 p.m.-1 a.m. in the
Memorial Gym. Music for the affair will he furnished by
Al Corey and his twelve-piece orchestra.
The invited chaperons include
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Billias,
Prof. and Mrs. William Sezak,
Prof. and Mrs. Stanley M. Wallace and Mr. and Mrs. Charles G.
Werner.
Pres. and Mrs. Arthur A. Hauck,
Dean and Mrs. John E. Stewart,
Dean Edith O. Wilson, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles E. Crossland, Dean
and Mrs. Arthur L. Deering, Dean
and Mrs. Joseph M. Murray, Dean
and Mrs. Ashley S. Campbell, and
Dean and Mrs. Mark H. Shibles
will be among the invited guests.
The receiving line will consist
of Pres. and Mrs. Arthur A. Hauck.
Dr. and Mrs. Edward N. Brush,
Dean and Mrs. Winthrop C. Libby,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Crossland, class advisor, and Jerry
Pangakis, class president.
The junior class officers and
executive committee have made
the arrangements for the prom.
Committee chairmen Include Mary
Jane Keith and Frank Hickey, publicity; Diane Livingston and WilD. Johnson, decorations;
liam
Stanley Furrow and Jan Saleeby,
refreshments; Margaret Flynt, entertainment, and Jean Partridge
and Jerry Pangakis, tickets and
arrangements. Tickets for the
prom may be purchased at the
door.

NO ONE EVER GOT "TEED OFF"
AT AN ARROW POLO SHIRT
How could they? Arrow polos give unlimited comfort and
style. What's more, these fine knitted polos keep their shape
almost forever.
For casual wear, and for active sports, you'll find them cool
and absorbent ...a pleasure to wear. In solids, stripes and quiet
patterns, these luxurious polos are yours at a pauper's price.
Combine them with smartly tailored Arrow sailcloth slacks
like those shown above, and you'll face the heat ... calm, cool
and correct. Arrow polos, $3.95. Slacks, $5.95.

ARROW

Resignation Of
English Professor

CASUAL WEAR
SHIRTS & TIES
UNDERWEAR
HANDKERCHIEFS

Yardley brings you
good grooming in a bottle—
London style

FREESE'S MEN'S SHOPS
Bangor, Maine

Main Street
Headquarters

FOR ARROW PRODUCTS

From London, the world's center of fashions for men, comes
Yardley After Shaving Lotion. It softens and braces the
skin in wondrous style. It helps to heal inadvertent nicks.
It counteracts skin dryness caused by hard water shaving.
It was created for those who value good grooming. At your
campus store, $1.10 and $1.50 plus tax. Makers and distributors for U. S. A., Yardley of London, Inc., New York.

AI
thi

know today.

"First Nighter" Theme Of Prom:
Juniors Slate Dance On May 6

By appointment purveyors of soap to the late King George VI, Yardley & Co., Ltd., London
..
.

an

Dr. George Sanderlin, associate
professor of English at the University, has submitted his resignation
from the University to accept a
position as lecturer in English at
San Diego State College, San
Diego, Cal.
Dr. Sanderlin Joined the staff of
the University in 1938, after receiving his Ph.D. from the John
Hopkins University, where he held
a University Scholarship for thre
years.
In 1942 he resigned from th
University to accept a position as
professor and head of the Englist
department at Queens College
Charlotte, N.C. In 1943 be returnee
to the University to tach English
and mathematics In the Army
Specialized Training Program.
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Sophomore Owls Will Be Announced

Elections Held By SAE

Members of the Sophomore Owls
Society for 1955-56 will be tapped at
the lnterfraternity
on May 10.
InviLitions will soon be extendto
men of the freshman class asking
them to meet v.ith this year's °Ms
for interviews.

Officers for the fall semester were
elected this week by Sigma Alpha
Epsilon fraternity.
Barney Oldfield is the new president.
Duncan (Mac) MacLeod will serve
as vice president and Lester Fogg as
secretary.
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Maine Freshman debaters will join
with students from Bowdoin and Bates
Colleges this Saturday at Bowdoin for
the annual Maine Freshman Debate
Tourney.
Four Maine .tudems will travel to
Brunswick for the debates.
Richard Barter and Walter McIsaac
will represent Maine as affirmative
debaters while negative debaters w
be James Conley and Lester Reid.
Last week end Maine debaters took
part in the annual Eastern Foren
Association Tournament at Fordharn
University. The Maine negative team,
Dana Devoe and Zane Thompson:,
won debates from Fordham, William
and Mary College, Pennsylvania State,
Barnard College and Princeton. They
lost one debate to West Virginia.
The negative debaters, Frank Grant
and Stanley Clish, won only one debate. They defeated Pittsburg while
losing to Dartmouth, Bates. Pennsylvania State University, St. Peters, and
Fordham University.

Three Made Pledges
The Interfraternity Council received the following pledge reports
last week.
Kappa Sigma Charles W. Mc- I
Gowan and Charles A. Thibodeau.
Theta Chi: Paul E. Tibbetts.
Lambda Chi Alpha has released
K .!ith Diffin from his pledge.
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TUES.
,

TuES.
May 31
2:00

/

MON.
v

TUES.
4

TUES.
5

TUES.
6

TUES.
7

TUES.
8

WED.
June 1
2:00

THURS.
June 2
2:00

FRI.
June 3
2:00

SAT.
June 4
2:00

MON.
June 6
2:00

TUES.
June 7
/:00

WED.
June 8
2:00

WED.
1

WED.
2

WED.
3

WED.
4

WED.
5

WED.
6

WED.
7

WED.
8

Time of
Examination

TUES.
May 31
8:00

WED.
June 1
8:00

FRI.
June 3
8:00

SAT.
June 4
8:00

SAT.
June 4
2:00

TUES.
June 7
8:00

Time of
Exercise

THURS.
1

THURS.
2

THURS.
4

THURS.
5

I
i

THURS.
3

Time of
Examination

THURS.
6

THURS.
7

THURS.
8

FRI.
6

FRI.
7

FRI
8

Wen.
June 1
2:00
FRI.
1

FRI.
2

FRI.
3

FRI.
4

FRI.
5

FRI.
June 3
8:00
SA r.
1
TUES.
May 31
2:00

SAT.
June 4
8:00
SAT.
1

SAT.
3

SAT.
4

SAT.
5
I

1
I
1
I
Please report conflicts to the Registrar at once.
i

NOTE: By the Time of Exercise is meant the time the first lecture or recitation exercise of the week is held
in any
given course. For example: if a course is given Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at the third
it is said to be
given Monday the third period. By referring to Monday, third period, in the schedule, it will beperiod,
seen that the examination falls upon Thursday, June 2, at 8:00 A.M.

Do Your

Note the following changes from the above:

CLEANING, PRESSING
& REPAIRING
Contact our agents
on campus
3 Main St., Orono
Tel. 6-3656

BEN SKLAR
Your
AFTER SIX Agent
in Old Town

presents

All rental garments by
Rudofker's After-Six

TUES.
1

MON.

V

CRAIG
The Tailor

GOLDSMITH'S

Smart college men—
rent—Formal wear

THURS.
June 2
8:00

MON.

J

TUES.
3

Have

Orono, Maine

SUMMER
FORMALS

WED.
June 1
8:00

MON.

WED.
June 8
8:00

Cheerleading tryouts will be held
Thursday. May 12. at 7 p.m. in the Time of
Memorial Gym.
Exercise
During two practice sessions. ear-h
girl has learned two cheers which she Time of
will demonstrate at the tryouts. Examination
Every girl regardless of her experience as a cheerleader will he requir:di
to perform.
Time of
Miss Eileen Cassidy. advisor; StanExercise
ley Wallace, Mary Litchfie!d. head
cheerleader, and an "M" Club repre- Time of
sentative will be the judges.
Examination

,7:777reeeeees,..,-.
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he Univer-esignation
accept a
English at
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TuES.
May 31
8:00

••

TUES.
June 7
8:00

Time of
Exercise

Cheerleading Tryouts
Maine Debaters.Sloled
For Thursdoy
Enter Tourney

J

MON.
June 6
8:00

Time of
Examination

Looking over the Maine Day project display at the Union Building
are two University co-eds, Sally Rand, left, and Sandra Humphrey.
Among the many projects scheduled for Maine Day next Wednesday is
the construction of a sidewalk from Winslow to the east exit of the
Union.
(Photo By Reed)
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1 he Sophomore Owls were established here at Maine 46 years ago.
Election to the Owls was then and
remains today about the highest honor
that can be bestowed upon a freshman man.

SCHEDULE OF EXAMINATIONS—Spring Sem. 1955, May 30, 31, June 1, 2, 3,4, 6,7, 8, 1955
1
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'bye,george!
Enjoy yourself—it's
SI)(lighter than you
think! AFTER
formals light on
shoulders—light on budget'
"Stain-shy" finish, too! For
that "up-in-the-clouds"
feeling—go

Ag
As
Be
Be
Be
Be
Be
Bt
Ce
Ce
Ce
Ch
Ed
Ed
Ed
Ee
Ee
Ee
Be
Be
Ee
Ee
Ee
Eh
Eh
Fm
Fr
Fr
Fr
Fy
(it
Gy
Gy
Gy
Gy
He
He
He
Ht
Hy
Hy
Hy
Hy
Hy
Mc
Mc
Md
Md
Md
Me
Me

2
9
2
9
55
61
64
1
10
26
68
2
4
5
45
2
14
20
30
41
43
46
52
2
9
24
2
4
82
2
2
2
4
16
54
5
14
23
2
2
4
6
22
60
2
30
2
3
12
24
34

Soils
Thurs. June 2 at
Descriptive Astronomy
Tues.
June 7 at
Principles of Economics
Fri.
June 3 at
Elementary Accounting
Mon.
May 30 at
Business Law
Sat.
June 4 at
Personnel Management
Mon.
May 30 at
Marketing
Tues.
June 7 at
General Botany
Fri.
June 3 at
Curves and Earthwork
Mon.
June 6 at
Hydraulics
Fri.
June 3 at
Highway Engineering
Thurs. June 2 at
General Chemistry, Div. 2 and 3
Wed.
June 1 at
Educ. Found. I, Int. to Educ.
Wed.
June 8 at
Educ. Found. 11. High School Curr. Fri.
June 3 at
Prin. & Tech. of Guidance
Sat.
June 4 at
Elements of Electrical Eng.
Thurs. June 2 at
Electronics
Wed.
June 1 at
Elec. Communications
Fri.
June 3 at
A-C Circuits
Tues.
May 31 at
Electric Circuits
Mon.
June 6 at
Applied Electronics
Fri.
June 3 at
Electric Machinery
Mon. June 6 at
A-C Machinery
Thurs. June 2 at
Freshman Composition
Mon.
June 6 at
Modern Literature
Tues.
June 7 at
Rural Sociology
Mon.
May 30 at
Elementary French
Tues.
May 31 at
Intermediate French, Div. 4
Tues.
May 31 at
Seminar
Tues.
May 31 at
Elements of Forestry, Div. 1 & 3
Sat.
June 4 at
American Government
Thurs. June 2 at
Prin. of Geology, Historical
Wed.
June 1 at
Desc. Geology, Historical
Tues.
June 7 at
Geology
Thurs. June 2 at
Seminar
Sat.
June 4 at
Int. to Foods and Nutrition
Mon.
May 30 at
The Pre School Child
Tues.
May 31 at
Prin. of Food Preparation
Mon.
June 6 at
Horticulture
Tues.
June 7 at
Classical and Medieval Civilization
Sat.
June 4 at
U.S. History
Sat.
June 4 at
History of Western Europe
Sat.
June 4 at
Current World Problems
Wed.
June 8 at
Econ. History of U. S.
Mon. June 6 at
Int. to Music Literature
Mon.
May 30 at
Advanced Choral Cond.
Wed.
June 1 at
Engineering Drawing
Fri.
June 3 at
Descriptive Geometry
Fri.
June 3 at
Forestry Drawing
Thurs. June 2 at
Machine Design
Wed.
June 1 at
Thermodynamics
Tues.
May 31 at
(Continued on Page Ten

10:30 A.M. 218 Library
10:30 A.M. Memorial Gymnasium
4:15 P.M. Memorial Gymnasium
8:00 A.M. 22 Wingate
4:15 P.M. Memorial Gymnasium
8:00 A.M. 218 Library
8:00 A.M. 218 Library
4:15 P.M. Memorial Gymnasium
10:30 A.M. 22 Wingate
2:00 P.M. 22 Wingate
8:00 A.M. 108 New Engineering
10:30 A.M. Memorial Gymnasium
10:30 A.M. Memorial Gymnasium
10:30 A.M. 6 Stevens South
10:30 A.M. 6 Stevens South
10:30 A.M. 22 Lord
10:30 A.M. 22 Lord
8:00 A.M. 22 Lord
8:00 A.M. 22 Lord
10:30 A.M. 22 and 26 Lord
10:30 A.M. 22 Lord
2:00 P.M. 22 Lord
2:00 P.M. 22 Lord
10:30 A.M. See Instructor
4:15 P.M. 22 Wingate
4:15 P.M. 33 Winslow
10:30 A.M. Memorial Gymnasium
10:30 A.M. 17 Stevens North
2:00 P.M. 13 Stevens North
2:00 P.M. 101 Plant Science
4:15 P.M. Memorial Gymnasium
4:15 P.M. Memorial Gymnasium
4:15 P.M. Memorial Gymnasium
2:00 P.M. 15 Coburn
2:00 P.M. 109 New Engineering
2:00 P.M. 32 Merrill
8:00 A.M. 32 Merrill
8:00 A.M. 16 Merrill
8:00 A.M. 120 Plant Science
4:15 P.M. Memorial Gymnasium
2:00 P.M. Memorial Gymnasium
4:15 P.M. Memorial Gymnasium
8:00 A.M. Memorial Gymnasium
4:15 P.M. 22 Wingate
8:00 A.M. Foyer Carnegie
2:00 P.M. 102 Carnegie
10:30 A.M. Memorial Gymnasium
2:00 P.M. 124-125 East Annex
10:30 A.M. Memorial Gymnasium
8:00 A.M. 304 & 308 New Eng.
8:00 A.M. 303 New Engineering

Page Ten
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from Page Nine)
Applied Mechanics. Statics. Div.
I and 2
Mon.
June 6 at
Applied Mechanics, Statics, Div.
50
3 and 4
Tues.
May 31 at
Applied Mechanics, Dynamics, Div.
52
I and 2
Fri.
June 3 at
52
Applied Mechanics, Dynamics. Div.
3 and 4
Thurs. June 2 at
54
Applied Mechanics
Mon.
June 6 at
84
Industrial Management
Mon.
June 6 at
1
Trigonometry
Thurs. June 2 at
3
Algebra
Tues.
May 31 at
Elements of College Math.
6
Tues.
May 31 at
Analytic Geometry and Calculus
12
Tues.
May 31 at
Calculus
28
Tues.
June 7 at
Engineering Mathematics
58
Sat.
June 4 at
1st Year Basic Military
2
Mon.
May 30 at
4
2nd Year Basic Military
Mon.
May 30 at
6
1st Year Advanced Military
Mon.
May 30 at
2
Modern Society
Thurs. June 2 at
63W Methods in Modern Dance
Wed.
June 1 at
78
Health Education
Sat.
June 4 at
Philosophy and Modern Life
2
Tues.
May 31 at
General Physics
2
Sat.
June 4 at
General Physics
2a
Sat.
June 4 at
General Psychology
2
Mon.
June 6 at
3
Applied Psychology
Thurs. June 2 at
76
Social Psychology
Tues.
June 7 at
1
Public Speaking
Mon.
May 30 at
Public Speaking
2
Wed.
June 1 at
Voice and Diction
31
Mon.
May 30 at
Elementary Spanish
2
Tues.
May 31 at
Rural Sociology
24
Mon.
May 30 at
Urban Sociology
26
Fri.
June 3 at
Animal Biology
4
Sat.
June 4 at
No changes can be made in this schedule.
50

8:00 A.M. 304 & 308 New Eng.
10:30 A.M. 303 New Engineering
2:00 P.M.
10:30 A.M.
4:15 P.M.
10:30 A.M.
4:15 P.M.
4: 15 P.M.
2:00 P.M.
2:00 P.M.
2:00 P.M.
10:30 A.M.
8:00 A.M.
2:00 P.M.
2:00 P.M.
10:30 A.M.
2:00 P.M.
2:00 P.M.
10:30 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
2:00 P.M.
2:00 P.M.
2:00 P.M.
4:15 P.M.
10:30 A.M.
4:15 P.M.
4:15 P.M.
4:15 P.M.
10:30 A.M.
10:30 A.M.

Students Will
Talk On Radio

F.T.A. Will Convene
Here Next October

The University Chapter, Future
Four University students will appear Teachers of America, will co-spon303 New Engineering
on WLBZ's program "Feature Story" sor with Husson College of Bangor
the State F.T.A. Convention which
304 New Engineering at 6:30 p.m. Thursday, May S.
Mary Jane Kilpatrick, Betty Kono- will be held on campus and in Ban300 Aubert
303 New Engineering nen, Stanley Milton and Duane Dow gor next October.
President Carl Wood and Darrold
6 Stevens South
will talk on Maine Day, an annual
6 Stevens South
Mitchell, historian, represented the
even here at the University.
218 Library
Miss Kilpatrick will cover Maine Maine chapter at the meeting in AuMemorial Gymnasium
gusta last week end when the date
Memorial Gymnasium Day history and an outline of schedwas
announced.
uled
events.
Dow
tells
218 Library
the story on
Last week the local chapter heard
Memorial Gymnasium the mayoralty race and interfraternity
Memorial Gymnasium sing, followed by Miss Kononen on Mr. Lawrence Bagley, Field Execu218 Library
float parade and projects and Milton tive of the Maine Teachers' AssociaMemorial Gymnasium on the student-faculty skit.
tion, contrast teaching conditions of
W. Gym Classroom
Last night, Professor Lyle Jenness 1855 with present day conditions.
218 Library
Memorial Gymnasium spoke on "Research Days sponsored In his speech Mr. Bagley also outMemorial Gymnasium by the University Pulp and Paper lined the requirements that he believes teaching must have to be a proMemorial Gymnasium Foundation."
Memorial Gymnasium
Other recent guests on "Feature fession. A short question and answer
218 Library
Story" have been Prof. Herbert Wood, period followed Mr. Bagley's talk.
Memorial Gymnasium
Memorial Gymnasium Assistant Dean, and Prof. Wofford
Gardiner, Head of the Speech Depart- George E. Ainsworth
6 Stevens South
Memorial Gymnasium ment.
22 Wingate
On May 17 at 6:30 p.m., Prof. Resigns Position
33 Winslow
Arthur Randall of the Forestry DeGeorge E. Ains‘korth, assistant di305 Aubert
partment will be interviewed con- rector of the
Department of Industrial
300 Aubert
cerning the University "Hotshot" Fire Cooperation
at the University, has
Crew. The "Hotshot" Fire Crew is resigned to
accept the position of asa group of students who are prepared sistant
to the director of the service
to assist in fighting forest fires.
department of the American Hotel
So far a total of 16 people from Association.
the University have appeared as guests
A graduate of the University in
on "Feature Story." The programs 1949 with
a B.S. degree in chemical
are usually tape-recorded on the cam- engineerin
g, Ainsworth later received
pus.
his M.S. degree in business administration from Maine. He also holds
a
When in Bangor stop at
an associate B.S. degree in engineering
from Graceland College, I amoni,
The.Pilot's 4:ril1 Iowa.
Opposite Dow Field-Hammond St.
e (:ater to Parties
BEN SKLAR

EYE-EXAM for a
BATTLESHIP

.nd Banquets"

Your
AFTER SIX Agent
in Old Town

COMMERCIAL BANKING

SERVING
EASTERN
MAINE

reigning
everywhere

TRUSTS AND ESTATES
ou are invited to join your
friends and neighbors in becoming a customer of this modern banking institution.
Open an account today and
enjoy our friendly and efficient
services.
An account with a progressive bank is considered good
business.

AFTER SIX formals are king on
campuses! "Natural" fit, "stainshy" finish.
Princely values at
pauper prices.
Have lots more
fun—go

THE MERRILL
TRUST COMPANY
Member
Federal Reserve System
Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation
•

Sklar's Delicatessen and Grocery

Western Electric field engineers supervise installation
of complex electronic equipment made for Armed Forces

117 State St.

Dial 6704

Sandwiches To Take Out
Bangor, Maine

Marco Polo had nothing on Western Electric's
field engineers. They travel Ova world to advise on
use, installation and maintenahce of the electronic
equipment we produce for the Armed Forces . . .
l'ke radar bombing systems, anti-aircraft fire control systems, and the Nike guided missile control
system.

•

HIRSH ACHIEVEMENT IWARD
For the week of May 2
To

Western Electric is called upon to make these
things because of its vast experience with highly
complex electronic equipment as the manufacturing unit of the Bell System. Ifs a job that presents
an unending challenge to our engineering staff.

Onson List
For his fine ita against New Ilampshire Monday.
The recipient of this award is entitled to
$2.00 PERSONAL CLEANING SERVICE

MANVIACTIONINO AND SUPPLY

SNIT OF 7ME SELL SYSTEM

Western product .ad development engineers
are responsible for turning out some 50,000
different items annually for the Bell System —
everything from tiny transistors to giant bays
of electronic switching equipment. Shown is
one stage of transistor manufacture.

ABSOLUTELY FREE

HILLSON CLEANERS
18 Mill Street
•
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Maine Favored In State Meet Saturday
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TIIE MAINE CAMPUS

Travel To Waterville
For Meet With Bowdoin,
Colby, Bates Thinclads

Beaitqaci4

BY MAX BURRY
Two weeks ago Bear Facts carried
an evaluation of the varsity baseball
team, based mainly on the southern
trip. This week we will try to correct
BY SAL SCARPATO
this report which has since suffered a
Maine, Bates, Bowdoin and Colby all will be vying for chamnumber of drastic changes.
pionship honors this Saturday when the 57th annual Intercollegiate
First, we rated the Maine pitching
Track
and Field Meet will be run off at Waterville.
as poor. Obviously, with one-hitters
• The Maine Bears are hoping to reas abundant as rainy days, this is no
peat their 1954 performance on the
longer correct. Charlie Otterstedt,
basis of adequate depth and necessary
Gus Folsom, and John Dana have debalance. They have lost only 15 of
veloped into a powerful starting trio
the 48 points they scored last year.
and Dan Dearborn along with five
This year's competition will again see
other sophomore hurlers is providing
the efforts of Bill Calkin, Paul Firplenty of top-notch support.
lotte, Dave Smith, Tom Shea, Chellis
Next, we listed the Bear hitting as
Smith, Bill Johnson and Stan Furrow.
the team's biggest asset. However,
the past weeks have made evident the
Freshman candidates have been Bears Strong In Most Events
fact that the team batting has taken
Last year Bill Calkin won both the
working out under Coach Harold
a definite slump. We hope that the
Woodbury since the end of Spring high and low hurdles in spite of a leg
Bears will be able to shake off this
vacation in preparation for their six injury, and now, with two sound legs
batting problem soon, but the trend
he could easily run and place in the
game schedule
is definitely on the downgrade.
100 and 220 yard dashes.
The
Frosh
hopefuls will see action
Third, the Bear fielding which we
Paul Firlotte who did a fine job
Monday at 2:30 p.m. when they host
rated "good" has also been off during
last
year will be a big man in the mile
Husson
College
here
at
Alumni Field.
the past few games. Although the
The freshmen played MCI Tuesday run. Firlotte has turned in excepfielding is by no means poor, it's not
Rounding third base and heading for home is Bear infielder
but the results were too late for this tional performances since the outset
as good as it was at the first of the
Joe DiGiovanni. DiGiovanni raced all the way home from first when
of the season and recently won the
week's Campus.
season.
pitcher Gus Folsom drove a Texas League double into right field.
Patriots Day Marathon in Portland.
Coach
Woodbury
said
"The
team
The overall picture does not
Maine defeated New Hampshire, 6-0.
(Photo by Pease) looks good so far." He particularly In Dave Smith Maine has a very caplook good, but we're keeping
praised the efforts of pitchers Dave able weight man. He picked up a
our fingers crossed and hoping
Pressley, Don Rogers, Paul Hopkins, second in the shot put and a third in
for the best. It's not too lute
Lou Cook, Bill McEvoy, and Dick the javelin last year.
for the Bears to get hot and go
Looking over the rest of the entries
Davis; catchers George Newhouse and
places in both Yankee ConferBob Suomi; infielders Bill Harvey, Bowdoin seems to be a very strong
ence and State Series play. Here's
Don Keith, Pete Pepin, Dave Waite, contender. In Bill McWilliams Bowhoping that Coach Anderson and
Ernie Lamb, and Ken Kinney. Out- doin has not only the best shot put
his squad can shake off the
fielders Dan Orino, Ronnie Ranco, man in the state, but also a very much
present batting slump and go
Fred Brueck, Vaughn Anthony, and improved discus and hammer man.
Again in the weights they have anon to take the State Series ChamBY PHIL MERRITHEW
Bob Kelly were also commended.
pionship.
The University of Maine baseball squad will travel to Bruns- Although Coach Woodbury was not other capable man in Steve McCabe
Just Jottings: Lacrosse is a major wick to meet the Polar Bears of Bowdoin College tomorrow after- positive, he expects to use Lou Cook, who placed one-two in all three weight
Bill McEvoy, and Dick Davis on the events in a meet with M.I.T. and Tufts
sport in many New England colleges noon, and then return to open a
three game home stand against mound
last week.
against Husson.
and doesn't even have minor standing the
University of Connecticut Saturday afternoon at 2:30 on Alumni All Freshman
Another standout for the Polar
here at Maine. By the amount of
games will be played
here with game time scheduled for Bears is John Herrick who ran the
lacrosse sticks we see on the fraternity Field.
The Bears will meet Colby next of tricks this past week end and threw 2:30 p.m. except the Ricker game half-mile in 2:03 and two mile in
lawns and atheletic fields these days
it may be only a matter of time before Wednesday and Bates on Friday to every thing including wind, rain, and which is set for 2:00 p.m. a week from 10:13 last year as a freshman.
Bates To Use Freshmen
the University adds lacrosse to its close out their only long home stay of cold weather at the varsity baseball tomorrow.
the season.
team.
Bates will have freshmen in compeathletic program.
tition. This added strength will give
The State Series opener with BowIt's rumored around campus that Poor Base Runners Problem
So far this season one of the team's doin was postponed twice and the
them about nine good men in the
ineligibility may have a drastic effect
hammer, shot, hurdles, and dashes.
on the Bear football squad next fall worst weaknesses scems to be its poor game is now scheduled for May 17.
The Bobcats will also field a host of
speaking of football, the new foot- base running. To this point there The Yankee Conference game with
seasoned veterans from last year's
ball jackets look great; too bad the hasn't been much chance to correct Rhode Island has been cancelled.
squad.
warm weather is putting them in moth- this point. Bad weather not only has Maine Loses
Golf Coach Charlie Emery's varFor Colby only a few men seem to
In the only game of the week, the
balls. It might be a good idea if the caused the cancellation of games but
University gave a course in sports also has put the damper on any prac- Pale Blue nine lost a heartbreaker at sity linksmen are facing a full sched- stand out as possible winners. Don
Vollma, high jump winner last year,
Waterville when the Mules cashed in ule for the next few weeks.
appreciation and made it compulsary tice sessions.
Back in the line-up after a week lay- on poor fielding by the Maine squad
Today the Bears met Bates at Lewis- Larry Zullinger, javelin star, and Dave
for women students.... Both Bowdoin
and Colby have started work on arti- off is Dawson List. Last year List led and ruined a great one-hit game by ton. On Saturday they will host Bow- Olsen, a talented middle distance runficial ice rinks and at Maine we have the Maine men with a .375 average Charley Otterstedt. Colby won 2-1. doin on the Penobscot Valley Country ner, are Colby's best men.
Probably one of the best pitched Club course at 1:30 p.m. On Thursa tough time getting our pond kept and a total of 23 RBI's. With List
roving the outfield once more it should games in the State Series this season, day they will journey to Waterville
free of snow.
Varsity Racketmen
Your writer spent the week end in be a boost to Maines power at the the only hit off Otterstedt was a 340 for a match with Colby.
After the Colby match the Emeryfoot drive by Jimmy Jamieson. The
Boston and had the pleasure of watch- plate.
One of the most improved members ball fell just short of home run ter- men will head for Watertown, Mass., At New Hamps
ing the M.I.T. sailing team work out
hire
on the Charles River. The dormitory of the squad is Kevin Cadieux of Fair- ritory and was the only extra base hit for the three-day New Englands and
Yankee Conference Championships For YC Title
team which won the non-fraternity haven, Mass. Cadieux playing first of the game.
Race
slated to start on Friday.
volleyball championship last week con- base in a great manner is also doing
BY
WALTER IRWIN
well at the plate. In the past two
The Frosh golfers will taste their
sisted of six Presque Isle boys.
The pedestrian record reflected the
first action Friday, May 13, when they
The University of Maine Varsity
Sorry that the Canoe Institute spon- games Cadieux has picked up four
4th consecutive year of improvement meet Waterville High School
on the Tennis team travels to Durham,
sored jointly by the Phys. Ed. depart- hits in seven times at bat.
for motor vehicle accidents in 1954. P.V.C.C. course at 1:30 p.m.
Weather
opened
Man
bag
Old
his
N. H., today for the Yankee Conment and the General Extension Division of the University didn't get more
ference matches which run through
attention on campus; we think it's a
tomorrow.
great program
As far as we're conAt the present moment either
cerned Bob Turley is the best twirler
Rhode Island or Connecticut appear
in the major leagues
and speaking
to be favorites to walk off with winof the major leagues, we're picking
ning laurels.
Brooklyn to take the National League
Maine will be hampered in these
and New York to win the American
matches by the loss of Neville Bittar
League pennant.
After whipping Phi Mu in two Phi Kap
11
/
2 Cabins
3
1
who will be absent due to medical
straight games for the Fraternity Phi Gam
4
4
31
/
2 Center Oak
2
2
examinations. This will cause Coach
championships, Delta Tau shut the *decided by playoff.
With the volleyball season by the Russell to present a new lineup for
Women
'
s Sports
Faculty out in two successive games
Antarctic League
boards,
intramural attention will now the Yankee Conference matches.
to annex the campus title last Monday
Won
Lost
GBL
BY JOANNE STURTEVANT
center on the softball tournament Rained Out
evening.
7
Phi Mu
0
After being rained out of the home
The WAA is sponsoring a high
which began Tuesday evening, but
1 he champs had reached the finals ATO
5
2
2
opener against Rhode Island Friday
school play day this week end with in the Fraternity division by beating Sigma Nu
the
results
were
not
available
for
this
5
2
2
afternoon Maine traveled to LewisSally Rand as chairman.
week's Campus.
Beta in a playoff while the Faculty Phi Eta
4
3
ton Saturday where they were downed
Committee members are Mary had to win a playoff
Games
on tap tonight include Tau by
set from the
Dormitor,
the Bates Bobcats, 6-3.
Litchfield, Linda Blackwood and Dotty
Ep meeting the winner of the Phi
Cabins to capture the dorm title.
American League
Joel Kates and Richie Alin won
Jewell. Twenty schools have been
Eta-ATO
game, the victor of the
Here are the final standing for all
Won
1AM(
GBL
invited from eastern Maine.
singles matches for Maine while
TKE-Sigma Nu. and Lambda Chileagues.
5
Dunn 2
The program consists of softball. four
partners Alin and Lou Janicola won
Delta Tau meeting, the winners of
Fraternity Division
Dunn 1
2
2
volleyball and relays out-of-doors in
Maine's only doubles match.
the Beta-Alpha Gam and Phi KapArctic League
Dunn 3
2
3
2
the morning and demonstrations by
Last Saturday morning the Maine
SAE games playing and the winners
(;111.
Lost
Won
Tumbling Club. Square Dance Club
National League
yearlings started their season by
1
8
and Modern Dance Club will follow *Delta Tau
Won
Lost
6111. of the Phi Gam-Sig Ep and the Phi thumping Portland High School, 97
2
in the afternoon.
Beta
*Faculty
4
0
Mu-Theta Chi games battling.
10.

Cub Pastimers
Face Husson
Here Monday

Varsity Baseball Squad
Home For Three Games

ig
there

X forAng on
"Nat"stainnish.
lues at
more

Bear Golfers
Here Saturday

Within The Walls

Delta Tau Captures Volleyball Crown

I
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Mu Alpha Epsilon Awards Are
Made At Annual Music Night

'Peer Gynt'
(Continued from Page One)
screen to replace usual background
cenery. Also new is their use of
tape recorded music, chiefly by Norwegian composer Edward Greig, in
I the background.
Director Herschel Bricker takes
honOrs in many areas. For one, the
planning that must have been required
for the massive production would do
credit to a Pentagon general. It seems
almost miraculous that the production
bypassed so many opportunities to trip

BY JOHN LITTLEFIELD

Presentation of Mu Alpha Epsilon awards highlighted an outstanding Music Night program last Friday evening in the Memorial
Gym.
A small but highly appreciative•----audience saw over 200 student members of the band, orchestra, and glee
club perform in the annual event
General campus elections will
which closed the University's concert be held Tuesday, May 10, on the
series for the year.
Mall.
Charles Fassett, a glee club
In case of rain, they will be
member, received the Mu Alpha
held in the Memorial Union
Epsilon award for his contribuBuilding. Polls will be open from
tions to music at Maine during
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
the past four years.
Identification cards will be reMu Alpha scholarship awards were quired in order to vote.
won by Priscilla Pfeiffer and Jane
A proposed amendment to the
Ernst.
General Student Senate will also
New members named to Mu Alpha, be voted on by students.
honorary campus music society, were
Do you understand the proJean Ann Davidson, Jane Ernst, Syl- posed amendment for the Convia MacKenzie, Sarah Chipman, R. stitution of the General Student
Donald MacKinnon, Henry Broader- Senate? If you don't underson, Chester Curtis, Dave Grundy and stand—consult your Senate repBardford Barton.
resentative or dorm bulletin
Prof. Lewis Niven, head of the De- board. Make sure you understand
partment of Music, announced the the issue before you vote May 10.
award winners and new members of
the society.
Orchestra Versatile
The University orchestra under
their new director, Earl R. Melendy,
showed extreme versatility, especially
Fifteen Two-Year Agriculture stuin their first selection, Symphony No. dents will receive graduation
certifi5 in C minor, Finale: Allegro by cates
at ceremonies Friday afternoon
themes
from
Beethoven. Selected
in the Little Theatre. President Arthur
Rachmaninoff's Piano Concerto No.
Hauck will preside at the graduation
2, and Waltz of the Flowers from the
program which will begin at 4:30
Nutcracker Suite by Tchaikovsky
o'clock.
were also well presented.
Allnir Manchester, District Agent
Mr. Melendy showed his ability as
for Farm Management at the Agria violinist in a solo selection accomcultural Experiment Station on campanied by the orchestra.
pus, will be the speaker. His topic is
An outstanding feature of the pro"Farming
In the Age of Revolution."
gram was a duet from "La Boheme"
Music will be provided by Prof.
sung by Patricia Gill and Fassett.
Harry W. Smith, Emeritus, organist.
Miss Gill also sang a solo from the
Rev. Richard Batchelder will deliver
same opera.
the invocation.
The Glee Club added a degree of
A banquet honoring the graduates
lightness to the all classical program
will be held at 6:15 Friday evening in
with the four choruses from "PaBalentine Hall.
tience."
Dean Arthur L. Deering will serve
The band under the direction of
as toastmaster and Assistant Prof.
Francis Shaw played the three moveGerald J. Grady will be the featured
ments of Gossec's Military Symphony
speaker.
in F and concluded the program with
David Luce, president of the TwoOverture to Phedra by N1Lssenet.
Year Agriculture Club, will give remarks for the graduates and George
E. Lord will welcome them into the
Millen New President
Sigma Mu Sigma have elected the General Alumni Association.
Friends, parents and faculty memfollowing officers: Barry Millett,
president; Mary Bailey, vice president; bers will attend the banquet in addiCaroline Locke, secretary; and Patri- tion to the graduates.
Admission to the graduation exercia Damour, treasurer.
Plans were made for the annual cises in the afternoon will be by tickspring banquet and a tentative date et only. Tickets are available at the
was set for Sunday, May 15.
Registrar's office.

Maine, May 5, 1955

Campus Elections

over its own size.
One area where the play suffers a

Saturday, April 30, marked the 35th anniversary of Pi Beta
Phi at Maine. Looking over the sororities' display counters in the
Union was Virginia Freeman, a sorority pledge. (Photo by Reed)

Fifteen Ag Students
To Graduate Friday Dr. Johnson Speaks
At IFC Banquet
The college fraternity offers its
members living experience of democracy in action. Dr. Clyde S. Johnson.
executive secretary of Phi Kappa Sigma fraternity, told members of the
Interfraternity Council and the Council of Fraternity Advisers at their
annual banquet Monday evening.
Dr. Johnson, author of many articles on the fraternity system, and
former assistant dean of students at
the University of California, cited as
recent trends in the Greek-letter fraternities a growth in number of chapters as well as in total membership.
He also stressed the trend away from
rough hazing and toward community
and civic service.
Winship (Chip) Moody. retiring
president of the 1FC, acted as toastmaster at the dinner. He presented the
new IFC president Milton Christie
and introduced Dr. Robert York,
president of the Advisers' Council.
Richard Herrlin. past president of Phi
Kappa Sigma, introduced Dr. Johnson.

little from its own scope is in the
opening scenes where the numerous
scene changes too frequently interrupt
the flow of the story. Whatever problem this causes is forgotten, however,
when halfway through the first act
the action shifts to the cave of the
troll king.
To give proper credits to all deserving would take several more columns.
On the technical end, all concerned
should be well satisfied with their
work individually and collectively.
Physically the many hours of work
that went into everything from the
scenery and makeup to costumes complete with special appropriate stitching on aprons were well appreciated.
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Tsso of the University's four Contract Bridge champions placed second
for New England in the National
Intercollegiate Bridge Tournament.
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Best News -Got(had ecit Buygrg in 1-listoryl

Look For This Sticker
On The Used Car You Buy—
All Makes, All Models—
Only At Your Wade Dealer

BIG LFTTER MAN
praises Jockey brand underwear
,
he VAN ...rtters of
anybody, says, "J ssil always stand foi• )ckey, in
my book. I like things BIG... and there's no bigger
comfort value anywhere than Jockey shorts! Why
not try 'em for a spell?
You don't have to be a letter-man to enjoy that
casual, at-ease appearance that comes from wearing
Jockey shorts! Better drop into your dealer's soon
... buy a supply of Jockey shorts and T-shirts, and
feel as good as you look.

Never before have you had such protection
when buying a used car. When you choose
a Select Used Car, you receive a gilt-edged
warranty backed by a one million dollar
bond issued by one of America's largest
and soundest insurance companies. You
can choose from a wide selection of makes
and models. Come in today!
Every Select Used Car in our stock
I. identified by this distinctive windshield sticker. It is your guarantee of
protection. Look for it when you buy.
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JIM ADAMS,Inc.
BANGOR END OF THE NEW BRIDGE
Wrecker Service—Tel. 7000
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